


18mm Spacer Bar 
The spacer bar 
prevents 
condensation and 
keeps both panes of 
glass 18mm apart

Argon Gas Filled Gap
Argon gas is used to 
increase the energy 
efficiency and general 
performance of thermal 
windows

4mm Toughened Glass
Toughened or tempered glass 
is a type of safety glass

Low-E Coated Glass
Low-E coatings have 
been developed to 
minimize the amount of 
ultraviolet and 
infrared light

UV proof Frame
Available in 
different colors
- White
- Cream
- Anthracite
- Signal grey
- Golden Oak

Gasket Rubber Seal
Rubber gasket seal is 
for a perfectly airtight 
closure

5 Chambers 
Frame and Sash
New generation of 
profiles which 
nowadays fulfilling 
the demands of the 

Galvanized 
Reinforcemant
Stainless steel 
bracing for a 
stronger hold, 
inside of the profile 

Low-e glass can reduce the amount of heat that is 
conducted through the glass by around 30% compared 
to ordinary glass. Low-e glass further improves thermal 
efficiency by cutting glare and preventing damage 
interior furnishing caused by ultra-violet rays.





Glass Width Filled Heat protectionUw SHGCw Rw

Normal 4mm No No 7.1 0.89 10dB
Taffend 5mm No No 6.2 0.83 14dB
Security 6.38mm No No 4.3 0.79 22dB

Glass Width Filled Heat protectionUw SHGCw Rw
Normal 4-20-4 No No 2.7 0.62 31dB
Normal 4-20-4 Argon Low-E 1.4 0.60 31dB
Taffend 5-18-5 Argon Low-E 1.3 0.58 34dB
Security 6.38-16-5 Argon Low-E 1.1 0.55 37dB
Sound insulated S1 6.5-16-5 Argon Low-E 1.1 0.54 38db
Sound insulated S2 10.5-10-6.5 Argon Low-E 1.0 0.51 42dB



KÖMMERLING
C70
Windows system for exellent thermal insulation, 
basic face with of 70mm.

KÖMMERLING
PremiLine80
Sliding sysytem, with double rails. Total face frame 
width is 137mm, while running is performed on 
ALU rails.

Sliding system for excellent 
thermal insulation with standard 
face width of 137mm. Integrated 
eco-friendly solutions, featuring 
excellent and sealing properties, 
complemented by the possibility 
of installing a double glass pane 
and the excellent soundproofing 
performance and durability.

The uPVC system 
KÖMMERLING C70 is 
an economic solution, 
without 
compromising at all 
the quality and 
credibility of the final 
product.

KÖMMERLING
Residential Door

High insulation main entrance door system, with 
total face width of 182mm.



Entrance Doordesignes

uPVC Door Panels used for Exterior and Interior requests, 

White, Anthracite or Wood imitation laminated colors. We 

offer standard models and special request models. But we 

also offer a traditional double glazed Entrance Door.

uPVC panel designes:

- Frame and sash with a depth of 70 mm
- 3 pull-outs, ROTO reinforced, 3-way adjustable strap
- Galvanized reinforcement for the high stability
- 4 extra corners in the wing
- Genuine heat-free aluminum threshold
- Standard 5-point lock for high security
- Higher security level as required
- 28 mm panel or double glass for better insulation
- Outstanding stability and security

Benefits:



Smart Roller Shutters
The smart shutter is virtually a motorised shutter 

with a variety of sensors. Essentially, the 

operation of the shutter is not only possible 

with a remote control, but can also be 

automated. Let’s say, with a timer, you can set 

your own sunlight every morning or with a wind 

or light sensor you can sensitise it to storms, so 

you don't have to worry about the safety of 

your home whilst on holiday, the smart system 

will do its job. What's more, the smart device 

can be connected to any previously designed 

smart home systems, such as heating or 

lighting, but it also provides the ability to 

remotely calibrate via a smartphone.

Security
The aluminium shutters are able to increase the level of 

security of your home. The massive roller shutters cannot 

be entered through silently or quickly. Due to the built-in 

electric motor it is a virtually almost impenetrable wall in 

front of the burglars as the shutters cannot be manually 

moved. In addition, with the right automation, the 

motorised solution can also help the safety of your home 

by moving the shutters at regular times, creating the 

impression of someone is being at home even when you 

are at work or travelling.

CONTROL

In the case of motorised shutters, 

it could be operated with a wall 

switch, with a mechanical motor 

or a remote radio control. In 

addition, it is also possible to 

perform group and timer control.



Operates via the Bluetooth Conexis app, key card, key tag or 
phone tag. Seamless function allows access via touch when an 
approved phone is in proximity. Twist and Go requires a gesture 
of twisting the phone 90° to unlock the door. Adding and 
removing users is easily done via the app. Quick and easy to 
install. No need to use wires or drill additional holes in the door, 
just fit using screwdriver. Features a tamper alarm. Add a smart 
door lock module to remotely unlock from anywhere, anytime. 
Powered by 4 AA batteries with a low battery indicator and works 
with most multi-point locks on the market.

•Works with iPhone, iPad & Android
•Compatible with the Yale Smart Home System
•Suitable for Wood, Composite & uPVC Doors
•50 User Codes
•Without Code-Free Mode
•2000 Audit Trail Facility
•Without Override Facility
•Secure Push & Turn Thumbturn
•Simple to Fit
•Battery-Operated

Conexis L1 Smart Door Lock





The flat trims, distributed by GaBe Windows, 

are used for the covering of joining gaps 

during the installation of the uPVC windows. 

They are available in a roll of 50m so can be 

cut to size as required. The flat trim features a 

1mm thick PE adhesive strip that can be used 

on an uPVC surface in the interior as we as 

the exterior areas. The flat trims can also be 

delivered with a soft silicone lip that will 

smoothly sit on any type of wall surface. It is 

recommended to use orthogonal profiles for 

covering the corners however there are 

fordable trims on offer as well.



Mon 08:00 - 17:00
Tue 08:00 - 17:00
Wed 08:00 - 17:00
Thu 08:00 - 17:00
Fri 08:00 - 17:00
Sat 10:00 - 14:00
Sun closed

We will provide you with an estimated offer based on the details you gave us 
previously. In case you find our offer favourable and accept it, our friendly staff 
will contact you, will provide you with their expert advise at your home whilst 
conducting the final measuring of apertures based on which production will 

Phone: +61 477 832 202 E-mail: info@gabewindows.com.au


